Behavioral finance models can help to explain several stylized facts in financial markets. As one of the behavioral financial theory, prospect theory describes how "irrational investors" making decisions under uncertainty. In this paper, we present a heterogeneous agent-based asset pricing model, where parts of investors determine their demand for risky asset using prospect theory utility function. Time series generated from simulation show many stylized facts that can be observed in actual financial markets, such as abnormal distribution of asset returns, volatility clustering and equity premium. We also find that positive correlation between investors" performance and their market share, negative correlation between investors" performance and the loss aversion coefficient under certain market condition.
Introduction
The hypothesis of rational person is one of the basic hypothesizes in modern finance. However, massive empirical analysis and psychology research indicated that people are not rational enough when making decisions in real market, irrational behavior such as herd behavior, disposition effect, loss aversion and overreaction exist. Based on empirical analysis and psychology research, behavior financiers explained some important observed stylized facts in financial time series by relaxing the constraint of the hypothesis.
Heterogeneous agent models (HAMs) are behavioral rather than using a single representative type of rational agents. In HAMs, the market is filled with heterogeneous, boundedly rational agents with different expectation and behaviors. This bottom-up method involves large numbers of interacting agents with rule of thumb trading strategies, and aggregation of simple interactions at the micro level may generate sophisticated structure at the macro level. In early papers by Delong [1] , Brock and Hommes [2] and Lux [3] .Simple HAMs can generate some important stylized facts, such as high trading volume, sudden crashes, excess volatility, and fat tails. In these HAMs models two typical investor types arise, the fundamentalist and the chartist. They have heterogeneous beliefs, but they are assumed to be constant absolute risk aversion investors (CARA) determining the risky assets demand by maximizing the expected utility function. On the other hand, two kinds of assets exist, the risky assets and the risk free. The risky asset with constant supply whose price is determined by the demand of the investors, and the risk free pays a constant dividend.
In recent research efforts, Carl [4] assume that the investor"s optimal risky asset demand depend on wealth, hence CRRA utility instead of CARA utility. Hong [5] adds the short sale constraint to the HAMs. Peter Boswijk [6] estimate an HAMs to annual US price stocks, and the estimation results support the existence of two expectation regimes, the fundamentalist and chartists.
This paper also uses the DeLong, Brock and Hommes framework to construct our HAMs. However, we extend their research by introducing prospect theory to the model, in which investors not only have heterogeneous beliefs but also have heterogeneous utility functions of wealth. Traditionally, investors are be divided into fundamentalists and chartists by their beliefs. While from their preference aspect, investors can be classified into CARA investor and Prospect Theory based investor (PT investor).
In traditional approach, mathematics has been the main tool of analysis. Delong focused on analytical interpretation of the pricing model they derived, explaining the stylized directly from their pricing model. In this paper, we use the Agent-based Computational Economics (ACE) model. This method is flexible when we design the structure of the market and describe the behavior of investors.
The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the general concept of prospect theory. Section 3 of the paper is the design of the agent-based model, including the structure of the model and behavior of the investor. Section 4 presents the statistical findings of our computational experiments. Section 5 is the conclusions.
Prospect Theory
Expected utility theory tell us how to make rational decision to get an optimal results, while prospect theory, describing investors" behavior when they making decisions under uncertainty, is a generalized expected utility theory. Prospect theory is first formally proposed in Kahneman and Tversky, and has been widely accepted by economist now. The application area of the prospect theory includes asset pricing, risk management, and explaining stylized facts. In recent research, for instance, R.Corss [7] introduced herding propensity into an HAM, which results in excess kurtosis and power-law. Roger [8] found that investors acquired for high equity premium because of disposition effect. Barberis [9] designed an model which was influenced by prospect theory can help explain high mean, excess volatility, and predictability of stock returns. Based on Barberis, Zhang [10] explored empirical evidence on the prospect theory for stock markets, adding the break-even effects. As showed in Fig. 1 , prospect theory utility function shaped like "s". The theory describes how individuals evaluate potential losses and gains. There are three main basic features: First, the decision making is based on a reference point. What people care about is the gains or losses from the gamble rather than the absolute wealth level after the gamble. Second, on the right-hand side of the reference point, investors are risk-averse, the same as expected utility function. On the left-hand side, investors are risk-seeking, i.e. they are more willing to take risks to avoid losses. Third, investors are found to be more sensitive about the losses than the gains, this is also called loss aversion.
The prospect theory utility function proposed by Kahneman and Tversky is as follows:
β is risk averse coefficient,λis loss aversion coefficient,νstands for reference point. After that, revised versions of PT utility function are proposed with some simplifications or extensions. For example, the dogleg shaped PT utility function, the exponential type PT utility function, the log type PT utility function. In our model, we adopt the exponential type PT utility function, which is proposed by Mao, it is as follows:
where the parameters are the same as KT utility function, but the exponential type is similar to CARA. The reason we take this form utility function is that it"s convenient for deriving the demand for risky assets in section 3.
Heterogeneous Agent Model

Market structure
The model is infinite-period and dynamic with each investor having an initial wealth of 0 W and there being only one risky asset in the market, the amount of which is fixed and is constant across time. In each period of time, investors determine how much risky asset t i ,  they demand according to the utility function (short sale is permitted and there is no transition fee), and the rest of the wealth , where t P is the price of the risky asset in period t. So the expectation and variance of the wealth of investor i at the end of period t are as follows:
Investors' expectation
Investors" expectations of the risky asset price are different. From this angle, investors can be classified into two categories, chartists (noise traders) and fundamentalists (sophisticated traders). Chartists believed that the price keeps growing momentum, and the expectation of the risky asset return in period t is:
Where i a is the momentum coefficient for investor i, i b is the intercept for investor i.
Fundamentalists know that the price will get back the fundamental level 0 P in the long run. So the expectation of the risky asset price in period t is:
So the expectation of the return is:
Where i v is the return speed， i b is the intercept for investor i.
Investors' preference
In our model, the chartists not only have expectations different from the fundamentalists but also have heterogeneous preference among themselves. Investor is assumed to be myopic one-period constant one maximizing an expected utility functions, including the traditional constant absolute risk aversion investors (CARA investors) and prospect theory investors (PT investors). Here, we assume that each end period of time the investors" wealth 
Put (5) into (1) and (2)，and calculate the derivative of (5) for
, we derive the CARA investors" risky asset demand as follows: 
For the PT investors, their utility function is:
, 0 
Where  、  are risk aversion coefficient and loss aversion coefficient respectively, and 0 W is the reference point. In our model, at the start time of each period, we renew the reference point to the initial level with 10% probability. 
Put (8) into (1), (2)，calculate the derivative of (8) for
 , we derive the PT investors" risky asset demand as follows:
To summarize, the risky asset demand for the PT investor at the time of period is： , ,
Formula (10) manifests three main features of the prospect theory: First, the relative wealth levels of the investor influence their decision making, investors make different choice of demand function in the light of the wealth they win or not until the latest period. Second, if 
Equilibrium Price
According to 3.3, investors in our model can be divided into three categories because of heterogeneous expectation and preference. There are fundamentalists, CARA chartists, and PT chartists. In each period of time, the total demand for risky asset is 
Numerical Simulation and Analysis
Experiments design
Based on the HAMs proposed in section 3, we implement the model on the JAVA-SWARM platform. Table  1 is the parameters of the models. 
Statistical features
The contrast and analysis between the time series of the simulation and the SSEC, SZCI log daily return is showed in table 2(From 2000.6.1 to 2010.6.1). First, JB statistic shows that time series from both simulation and field market refuse the normal distribution, and their kurtosis is larger than 3. So, our model and the filed market both generate the fat tails and high kurtosis. Second, the Dickey-Fuller tell us that both the model and field market generate asset return series, which is stationary.
Volatility Clustering
Volatility clustering is one of the stylized facts of finance time series, which shows the heteroskedasticity of the volatility. As showed in Fig. 2 (DF is short for Dickey-Fuller), from the square of the return, it manifests the volatility clustering obviously. The ARCH-LM test also showed that ARCH effect is remarkable on all three series. 
Equity premium
The equity premium puzzle is first proposed by economists Rajnish Mehra and Edward C. Prescott in 1985. They found that in order to reconcile the much higher return on equity stock compared to government bonds in the United States, individuals must have implausibly high risk aversion according to standard economics models. Researchers made some explanations for this stylized fact from several angle of view, including the market liquidity, the equity premium model"s drawback, and the market friction requiring more premiums. Barberis found that the loss aversion investors require large premium to put up with the poorly performances of the stock market. Mao showed that when taking people's loss aversion over consumption into consideration, their model is capable of resolving the equity premium puzzle. In our model, the PT investors reflect on people"s loss averse attitude toward the wealth change. As showed in Fig. 3 , the market equity premium increases with the proportion of the PT investors increases, this shows that the existence of the PT investors is the main reason for the equity premium. 
Investors' performance
This section, we discuss the performance of the investors when changing some of the parameters of our model.
Fig. 4. Sharp ratio of investors
First, we find the key factor that influences the investors" performance is their proportion of the market. If they are the majority, then their performance surpasses others". If they are the minority, then their performance performed poorer than others". As showed in Fig. 4 , we keep the proportion of the fundamentalists fixed at 10% of all investors and change the relative ratio of the CARA investors to PT investors from 8:1 to 1:8. The PT investors" shape ratio increases from 0.3 to 0.6 when proportion increases from 10% (on the left) to 80% (on the right).
Second, we investigate how the loss aversion coefficient  influences the investors" performance. After ten replications, we get the average sharp ratio with 2   and 4   respectively. As showed in table 5, in situation 1, PT chartists occupied the market, and higher loss aversion coefficient reduces the performance of all investors at the 99% confidence level. While in situation 2, CARA chartists are the majority, and higher loss aversion coefficient reduces the performance of all the chartists, and has litter influence on fundamentalists. 
Conclusion
This paper introduces the prospect theory into the asset pricing model through a HAMs. The experiments results in several stylized facts, including fat tail, volatility clustering and equity premium. To further step, we investigate the relationship between the investors" performance and the loss aversion coefficient.
In the future, we should investigate the field market and find out how the loss aversion and prospect theory influence investors" performance. Another future direction would be modeling the behavior of actual investors more closely, and enhancing information exchange between agents.
